MHS ALUMNI REUNION SET FOR SEPTEMBER

Space is Limited for Three-Day Event
Registration Deadline is July 31

MHS alumni are signing up fast for the once-in-a-lifetime Reunion, scheduled for Friday through Sunday, September 14, 15 and 16. The Reunion Committee, under co-chairs Rodney Inciong and Richard Higashi, expect more than a thousand alums and their families to attend, and are planning for on-site parking (with shuttles), huge tents to accommodate the luau guests, and memorable music, entertainment, talk-story sessions, and plant-aion days displays.

July 31 is the cut-off date for registration, so don’t wait --send in your Registration and T-shirt order without delay! Now’s the time to plan for these three days at the beautiful old Maui High School campus -- full of memories, old friends, and teen-age fun and learning.

Reservations may be made for free bus rides to old Maui High School campus on Saturday morning, leaving three locations in Kahului at 9:00 AM: (1) War Memorial parking lot; (2) Maui High Lono Avenue parking lot; (3) Maui Beach Hotel. Return trips from campus to these three locations will be at 4:30 PM. Free bus service available ONLY on Saturday, September 15. Those wishing to use this service MUST reserve before July 31. Phone Richard Higashi, Co-Chair, at 281-3086 to reserve your bus trips.

“"When our school days here are ended
and in all our might
We go forth to do our duty
And for truth to fight,
Let us keep in mind the watchword
We have learned each day
‘Play the game and play it fairly,’
Honor Maui Nei”
TESTS SHOW OLD WALLS ARE STRONG

The concrete walls of the 1921 MHS Administration Building have undergone structural engineering assessment, including testing of 14 cores taken from various parts of the building, and the news is good! The Engineering Report, funded by our EPA grant, reveals that Charles W. Dickey’s dramatic and inspiring Mediterranean-style structure remains strong -- strong enough to again support a new roof, replicating the original in appearance.

Preservation architect Glenn Mason, using the engineering recommendations, has produced working drawings for the roof, and for “mothballing” and stabilization work, to protect and preserve the historic building until full restoration and re-use can begin. Friends are seeking more than $1 Million to carry out the roofing and mothballing, to ensure the safety of this important structure.

PATSY T. MINK CENTER to Continue Legacy of Noted MHS Grad

She rang the school bell...served in student body government posts...helped with student committee work...and was an honor student. Patsy Takemoto was a whirlwind, at Maui High and beyond. And, as a national and state legislator -- the first woman of Asian descent elected to the United States Congress - she blazed new paths for social legislation, and fought for gender and racial equality, education for all, and democratic ideals.

As Maui High’s most nationally-known graduate (Class of 1944), Patsy Takemoto Mink exemplifies all that was - and is - the best of Maui High’s teaching about democratic values, hard work and fair play. She extended those values to the national scene, especially through her stewardship of Title IX - the Patsy Mink Act of 1972, that ended discrimination based on gender by educational institutions receiving Federal funds. She was an advocate for peace, and for civic responsibility throughout her 40 year career.

The planned Patsy T. Mink Center at old Maui High School will continue her legacy, ensuring that her ideals, and those of her Alma Mater, continue to make lives better in the future.

A CLASS ACT

Last December, MHS alumni from the Class of 1966 came to give the gift of their time - on a Saturday! - to their Alma Mater. Their work day included a top-to-bottom cleaning of the former Band Room (those dirty louvers were a challenge!), and truly artistic blue and white upgrades to six 55-gallon drums which stand along Holomua Road as trash receptacles. A highlight was a visit from former Maui High principal, Calvin Yamamoto, who shared memories and lunch with the classmates. Mahalo to all who participated!

Posing in the Band Room, L to R: Benito Martin, Lyman Morikawa, Jeri Asato, Marilyn Makii Morikawa, Janice Tajiri Cretton, Bobby Carvalho, Sally Suzuki Suda, Jessie Watanabe Mizoguchi, Helen Shimizu Fukugawa, Ronald Dobashi, and Prisciliano Pasion.
A progress report for the past year, and a presentation of plans for Maui High School’s revitalization and future were highlights at the second Annual Meeting of Friends of Old Maui High School, held on April 14 at the Cafeteria at the Hamakuapoko campus.

Maui Mayor Charmaine Tavares spoke eloquently of her days at the school, which she attended as a Freshman in 1958. Mayor Tavares complimented the Friends and MHS alumni for their commitment to bring the historic school back to useful life, and pledged her Administration’s support for seeing the project through.

A presentation by land-use consultants Chris Hart & Partners detailed the history of Maui High and its plantation background, and projected great potential and possibilities for the 23-acre site in the future. Goals for future revitalization were presented in the following Vision Statement:

The Old Maui High School site will be a model of economic, social, architectural and environmental sustainability, incorporating public/private partnerships and innovative energy-efficient design. It will serve the community as a fiscally-viable public resource. Future uses will reflect the site’s history as a rural high school campus, and will include education and agriculture, as well as uses that continue the legacy of Patsy T. Mink. The site will retain its rural ambiance, serenity, and scenic beauty.

The master planning process, funded through a grant from the County of Maui, will result in publication of a conceptual Master Plan, which will include scenarios for the site, infrastructure requirements and costs, funding sources, and recommendations for further action.

**Friends 2007 - 2008 Board of Directors Elected** Two nominees were introduced by Friend’s president Barbara Long: Mary Evanson, a founder and Board Member of Friends of Haleakala National Park and energetic environmentalist, and Charles Aruda, MHS ‘66, and long-time manager in the hospitality industry. After a unanimous vote, the two nominees, and all continuing Board members were elected for the 2007-2008 term.

Meeting attendees watched as consultants explained what the future might hold at the old Maui High campus
Friends of Old Maui High School MEMBER LIST

The amazing support shown by MHS alumni has brought the total number of Friends' members to over 910 (as of 3/31/07). We’ve had to reduce the type size to fit everyone into this issue of SILVERSWORD, but you can check the Member List out on Friends’ website, too. Mahalo for your generous support! These funds help us keep you - and the community - informed, ensure the safety of our MHS Archive Collection, and bring us closer to preservation of Maui High and creation of the Patsy Takemoto Mink Center.
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Continued on page 6
The history book about Maui High School - *The Spirit Lives On* - is about to go to press, to be ready for sale at the September Reunion. Thanks to all alums who graciously shared their memories, their tales of pranks and teen-age student life, and their precious photographs, memorabilia and yearbooks. These, and reviewing every available *Malu Nani* and *Silversword* yearbook, helped us compile a fascinating peek into six decades of life and learning at the Hamakuapoko campus.

The book is a complete, accurate record of school days experienced by thousands of students, whose experiences were also shaped by the events in their ever-widening world. Friends’ publication of this important book is funded by our EPA grant, by major supporters, The Dowling Company and First Hawaiian Bank, and by Friends’ members. As researcher/writer Jill Engledow and I read through the yearbooks, and talked with alumni, we learned much but also encountered questions. Here are a few. Maybe you can help us solve these mysteries:

Why was the Maui High yearbook name changed from *Malu Nani* to *Silversword*? The first issues, from 1916 until 1936, were called *Malu Nani*. In 1937, the yearbook became *Silversword*, and the lovely silver plant became the emblem for Maui High, and remains so today.

Early photos show a tall spire atop the Administration Building; in 1937, photos show boys on the roof, with the cupola-mounted spire. What are they doing? Are they repairing it, or removing it? Was the spire part of Charles W. Dickey’s original design? By the 1940s, the spire is no longer shown in photographs. What happened to it?

Fads and fashions were a big part of school life, especially after World War Two. Saddle shoes and bobby sox, bow ties and neon-bright sox, and other Mainland trends were quickly adopted by Sabers and Saberettes. Who remembers “choke pants?” We have photos of “drape pants” but no pictures or description of what the “choke pants” were. Do you have a photo?

Maestro Leon-ard “Red” Hawk, the famed MHS Band Leader, wrote a number of songs in the 1940s, including “My War Lei”. He penned lyrics and music for the Band for years. Does anyone remember them? What happened to the sheet music?

We are still searching for a reason behind the change, from Cecyl Holliday’s original 1919 MHS Alma Mater: “our stride for knowledge” to the way it is now sung (and has been printed in yearbooks, handbooks, etc. ever since): “our strife for knowledge.” We used the original in the history book, hoping to provoke a discussion about your school days at Maui High School -- was it really strife? Or do you recall those days with pleasure, as your strides brought you closer to accomplishing your dreams?

We want to hear from you, about these mysteries and your thoughts about the past and future of old Maui High School. Write Friends, or e-mail to friends@oldmauihigh.org. And come to the MHS Alumni Reunion in September -- let’s keep the story growing, so the spirit lives on!

Barbara Long
President
Registration Form
Old MAUI HIGH SCHOOL Alumni Reunion
September 14, 15 and 16, 2007

A once-in-a-lifetime event, at the Maui High School campus at Hamakuapoko!
Come back to our Dear Island School to renew friendships, relive memories, participate and celebrate!

Name (include Maiden Name)______________________________________________________________

Mailing Address_____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
City                                                                                      State                                  ZIP

Phone   ( _____ ) _________ -- ______________

What year(s) did you attended MHS: Freshman 19__   Sophomore 19__   Junior 19__   Senior 19__

Former Maui Residence/Town________________________________________________________________

Total

1. **Registration fee** (fees will be used for administrative costs ; printing, postage, etc.)
   Number of people attending _______   X   $5.00 each   $ _______

   **LUAU DEADLINE JULY 31!!!**

2. **Luau (Saturday)**
   Number of Tickets _____   X   $15.00 each   $ _______

3. **MHS Reunion T-Shirts (pick up at Reunion)**
   small ___ med ___ large ___ XL ___
   XXLg ___ XXXLg ___   Total _____X   $15.00 each   $ _______

   Here’s an additional amount to help support the Reunion   $ _______

Total amount submitted   $ _______

**PLEASE MAKE YOUR CHECK PAYABLE TO: MHS ALUMNI REUNION COMMITTEE**

MHS Alumni Reunion Committee
c/o Barbara Chong-Kee
230 Kualani Drive
Pukalani, HI 96768
Friends of Old Maui High School MEMBER LIST / SUPPORTERS
A&B Foundation; Rep. Neil Abercrombie; Robert Allocco; Jean Alexander; Jim & Eunice Arakawa; Roy Arakawa; The Fred Baldwin Foundation; In honor of Domingo Bareng by Emilio Bareng; Robert Bluh – Fairfield Resorts; George Bradley – Founder; William & Joyce Calvert; Tom Cannon; Meredith Ching; In memory of Bernanda Punio Cua by Robert Cua; In memory of Felix Cua Sr by Robert Cua; Chris Curtis; In memory of Charlie Dapitan; Yvonne Doi-Davis; Ruth Fernandez; In memory of Barbara Foster by Joseph Dolim; Robert Gilroy; Russel & Muffy Gushi; Marvin Hamai; D.L. Harris; Chris Hart; HEI Charitable Foundation; Eloise Higa; Karen Higa; Roy & Gwen Hiraga; Sumiye Horiuchi; Robert Hughes; Richard Ikeda; In memory of Satoki & Waru Ikeda by Robert Ikeda; Wilfred Ikemoto; Jiroku and Alice Imada; Julia Ishii; Roko Ishizuka; W. Kaholokula; Frances Kakazu; Leila Kaleialoha; In memory of Garett & Catherine Kawada by Robert Cua; Leinaala Kihm; Jean King; In memory of Tom Kiyosaki by Kiyosaki Tractor Works; Wayne Kiyosaki; B.T. Kono; Henry & Alice Kono; Elaine Kumabe; Ruth Larkin; Jon & Roz Lightfoot; Ellen Loo; Kay Makii; Martha Martin; Akiko Claudia Matsuda; Nancy Matsuoka; Robert & Amy Mihara; Stanley & Martha Minatogawa; In memory of John Mink; Melvin & Nancy Miyake; Ricky Momota; Laurel Murphy; Yvonne Nagoshi; Jennie Nakamoto; Ione Nakasone; Ray Nitta; Hiroko Noda; Shogo Ogata; Tomoko Ohata; Sam Ohigashi; Lillian Oshiro; Helene Otani; James Ouchi; Dr. William & Ann Patterson; John & Melinda Peterson; In memory of Catalina Marie Elena Punio by Robert Cua; In memory of Satoru Roppiyakuda by June Roppiyakuda Chin; Judy Sakai; Robert Sakurauchi; Glenn Shimabuku; Gary Shishido; Takeo Shishido; Nestor Soliven; Hugh Starr; In memory of Margaret Sone Suzuki by Elsie Sone Okubo; In honor of Sorority of ADK-Gamma by Faith Ito; In memory of David Souza; Evelyn Suno; Iwao & Sandra Suzuki; In honor of Masao and Ruth Takaki; June Takano; Hideko Tamanaha; In memory of Fred Tamayose; Joy Tamayose; Ted Taniguchi; Edward Tanimoto; Doris Uchida; Paul and Gwen Ueoka; Thomas Umetsu; Miyoko Florence Wakabayashi; Lin Chun Wong; William & Lucy Wong; Estelle Yagi; Constance Yamamoto; Yoshio Yamanuha; Yaemi Yogi; Judith Yoshida; In memory of Dianne Shirota Yoshizawa by Aimee Shirota Yatsushiro

Graphics and composition for this issue of SILVERSWORD have been funding through our EPA grant. Other costs and mailing have been funded through donations by Friends members and supporters. Mahalo!